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1862-11-23 

Savannah Nov 23rd 1862 

Dear Mary, 

 I received yours on the 14th that informing me you had sent me a box. It has not come to the 
depot yet or had not yesterday. Lt. B. Knight brought me the clothes you sent by Ben. They came down 
together and Ben gave them to him to bring to the camp. Mary, I am very sorry you tried to send any 
salt to me. We draw but little but that little must do me for all you can get will not be more than you will 
need for yourself and the children. I am not afraid I will perish for salt here in a mile of saltwater a plenty 
of it. I want to hear you have pork enough to take all the salt you have to spare me if you have not got 
the shoes that Tommy was to make for the children. If you cannot get them, I will try to get some for 
them here if it is possible to do so, but I had rather have home made ones if they can be got. Mary, it is 
nearly dark and I have a chance to send this in a letter to your Father. Tomorrow, I will try to write to in 
a few days hoping it may find you and the children as well as I am.  

Yours Faithful, William 


